Find and use code
that already exists

Stop wasting time rewriting code.
With Sourcegraph, engineers can identify existing code libraries for
reuse and promote innersourcing to avoid spending time on
problems a teammate already solved.

With Sourcegraph you can...

You need to...
Find code to reuse

Find out if a teammate has already solved your problem. Quickly search
across all your repositories to find the code you need.

Improve code stability
and trustworthiness

Code reuse avoids introducing preventable bugs. By using a reviewed and
tested piece of code that's known to work, you can feel confident that your
code is secure and stable.

Automate PRs to make
code consistent

Whether refactoring duplicate code or updating a shared library, automate changes
seamlessly across your codebase and stop wasting time on manual updates.

Alert for deprecated code use

Monitor and get alerts when someone uses out-of-date libraries or deprecated
functions, so you know who to work with on updates and adoption.

Track your code
reuse efforts

Get visibility into code reuse progress. Easily track the prevalence of shared
code in your codebase over time.

Engineering teams at the world’s most innovative companies use Sourcegraph
to understand, fix, and automate across their entire codebase.

Get the most out of your
existing code.

“If I’m developing code for a library that might draw charts,
for example, we don’t want 30 different ways to draw a chart
at FactSet. With Sourcegraph, I can search the code to find
other chart examples, and simply copy the code. This saves
us time and ensures consistency.”

Make it easier to discover and validate reusable
code, so your teams can spend more time solving
new problems and less time rewriting code.
Get started today

Joseph Majesky | Software Engineer at FactSet

Learn more and request a demo at about.sourcegraph.com
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